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About Platform RTM Graphs 
Platform RTM provides a rich set of time-based graphs that provide cluster, application administrators and 
team leaders with insight into the operation of their environment. 

This document is provided to explain the various graphs that are provided, and how they might be used to 
gain insight into how jobs are being processed and how resources are being used. 

This document pertains only to the time-based graphs in Platform RTM. Other graphs and dashboards in 
Platform that are not time based (such as license reporting charts displayed as histograms) are not 
included in this document. 

Accessing Platform RTM Graphs 

Graphs in Platform RTM can be accessed in multiple ways: 

1. By accessing the graphs tab in the Platform RTM interface and selecting the “Tree View” (icon that 
looks like a tree in the top right-hand corner of the display area) 

2. By accessing the graphs tab and selecting the “List View” which will show an exhaustive list of 
available graphs 

3. By accessing the graphs tab and selecting the “Preview View” which will expose a graph filters screen 
and allow you to look at graphs based on Graph Filters. 

4. Graphs are also accessible in various contexts throughout the Platform RTM interface where clicking 
on convenient links can take you to relevant graphs of interest. For example clicking on a host icon 
will automatically show the graphs most relevant to that host. 

In this document we organize the presentation of templates alphabetically by name to correspond to the 
way they are presented on the graph filter screens. This corresponds to the third approach above. Figure 
1 shows an example of navigating by using the graph filter feature and viewing graphs based on graph 
templates. 

In this example there are 820 graphs displayed ten at a time. This is obviously too large a number to 
practically manage so the ability to filter graphs becomes important.  
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The number of graphs in your instance of Platform RTM will depend on a number of factors including how 
many clusters you’re monitoring, which graphs are enabled, the number of projects, license projects, host 
groups, users, hosts and so on. This is because Platform RTM will generate graphs depending on the 
reporting templates as well as the data stored in the reporting database.  

For example, if you have two hosts with three queues each in your environment being monitored by 
Platform RTM, and if you generate graphs based on the template GRID – Queue Job Information, you will 
see a separate graph corresponding to each queue for each host. 

 
Figure 1: Accessing Platform RTM Graph Templates 

A single template will often generate multiple graphs as explained above.  For example, Figure 2 shows 
an example of generating graphs based on the GRID – Cluster Capacity template. Because our Platform 
RTM instance is monitoring three clusters, three graphics are generated. 
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Figure 2: GRID Cluster Capacity graphs in environment with three clusters 

Some of the graph templates (defined in XML files present on the Platform RTM server) will specify 
multiple different averaged time intervals over which to view data. For example, clicking on the first of the 
graphs shown in Figure 2 will expand the view to show cluster capacity information for this cluster based 
on a daily, weekly, monthly, or annual view with values determined based on average levels over 
appropriate time intervals.  

These different reporting periods are built into the templates themselves, and while sophisticated users 
can change them in practice there is no need since reasonable values have already been selected. 
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The key point to understand is that in this instance, viewing the GRID Cluster Capacity template 
generates 12 unique graphs – four graphs for each cluster.  Platform RTM users can further create their 
own graphs by selecting and expanding particular time periods of interest. 

While a full explanation of RRDTool and how these graphs are generated is out of scope of this 
document, readers may wish to visit the website http://oss.oetiker.ch/rrdtool/tut/cdeftutorial.en.html. 
RDDTool, the software components that generate the graphs in Platform RTM are described in an 
RRDTool specific syntax for RRDTool. The CDEF definitions for each chart is exposed through the 
Platform RTM web interface so that advanced users can gain further insight into the structure of each 
graph. 
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Platform Cluster Graphs 
What do these graph templates show? 
These graph templates show LSF batch cluster health information on available memory, CPU utilization, 
IO level, Load Average and Job Statistics over time. 

How the graph templates in this collection are useful 
Understanding how your batch workload impacts your HPC cluster allows for greater planning on what 
future resourcing should look like.   

GRID - Cluster Capacity 
The cluster capacity graph shows the capacity of the cluster normalized by the CPU factor of member 
hosts in the cluster. This allows different clusters with different types of compute resources to be 
compared. It is a useful graph to show how much of the cluster capacity is actually between used by 
comparing load to capacity over different time periods. 

The graph below is showing a cluster monitored over a one week period where on the basis of averages 
computed every 30 minutes, we were using relatively little of our clusters capacity. There may be spikes 
in utilization that are visible over shorter average time periods, however it is reasonable to conclude that 
this cluster is not well utilized over this time period.  

 

GRID - Cluster Efficiency 
This graph shows the overall efficiency of the cluster in processing jobs. In this example we’re looking at 
a weekly view and there is a periodic daily spike in CPU utilization, in this case due to overnight software 
builds. Efficiency is calculated as cpu time/ (run time * #cpus) for all jobs running on the cluster.  

Average, minimum and maximum values are shown. Cluster Efficiency is a key metric because it 
measures how efficiently the infrastructure is being used. By adjusting scheduling policies to increase 
measured efficiency, sites can do more with the same assets often enabling them to defer or avoid new 
capital spending. For example, this cluster might be a candidate to accept off-peak workloads from an 
engineering group located on the other side of the globe. 
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GRID - Cluster GridJobs Stats 
GridJobs shows statistics for the poller that is extracting job level detail from a Platform LSF cluster. The 
Cluster GridJobs agent takes three passes, discretely gathering data about pending, running and 
completed jobs. Data is extracted from the Platform LSF master batch daemon (MBD) as is referenced in 
the graph. 

The PeakMBD measure is showing which of the three phases took the longest to respond. Typically this 
is the pass that gathers data about pending jobs. The total MBD time (the purple line) is the sum of the 
three phases. In this case our grid jobs collection is dominated by a very high number of pending jobs in 
the cluster.  This is not obvious from that graph, but we happened to have submitted a very large job 
array before this snapshot was taken.  

The red-line is the actual elapsed run-time of the poller and the difference between the red line and the 
purple line is the over-head involved in writing all the job level data to the SQL database. As shown 
below, on busy clusters the run-time of this poller can be significant. The polling interval should be chosen 
with some care to make sure that Platform RTM does not result in excessive load on the Platform LSF 
cluster. This graph is useful for understanding the load characteristics of this agent. 
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GRID - Cluster Static and Float Client Licenses 
This chart shows the use of Platform LSF static and floating client licenses over time.  Floating client 
licenses are checked out when an LSF command is issued on the node and are not released back into 
the license pool until midnight by design. This chart is used only for tracking Platform LSF license use and 
is not used for other software applications. It is useful in helping determine whether the right number and 
mix of Platform LSF client licenses have been purchased to support your organizations usage pattern. 
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Platform Cluster/Host Graphs 
What do these graph templates show? 
These graph templates shows individual batch host metrics including memory, cpu utilization, IO levels, 
load averages and job statistics over time. 

How the graph templates in this collection are useful 
Understanding how your batch workload impacts individual compute hosts provides the ability to 
understand bottlenecks and plan future infrastructure purchases. By comparing how the same workloads 
are performing on different manufacturer’s hardware for example, we can get a sense of the types of 
systems that best run our own unique mix of applications and reduce unnecessary and wasteful 
spending. 

GRID - Cluster/Host Available Memory 
This chart shows consumed physical memory and swap space for hosts over time. In the example below, 
a particularly memory intensive job apparently ran in week 09 consuming all of the approximately 3.46 GB 
of physical memory. There were a few days between week 06 and week 07 when the host was down 
accounting for the lack of reported data.  This chart can give insight into issues like memory leaks that 
might be affecting performance of applications on particular platforms. 
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GRID - Cluster/Host CPU Utilization 
This chart shows CPU utilization on a percentage basis over a monitored period for each host in a cluster. 
CPU usage includes system and user time. Like all charts, looking at long term averages over weeks or 
months would tend to miss brief spikes in activity so by looking at a particular server below at five minute 
intervals we get a more precise idea of how resources are used.  The server monitored below was 
relatively idle and then became quite busy after approximately 7:30 AM. 

 

 

GRID - Cluster/Host IO Levels 
This graph shows paging and IO rates and paging activity. Paging occurs when there is not enough 
available memory to run all the processes, so the node needs to page. Some paging is normal, but 
sustained high levels of paging warrant further investigation. The chart below shows that system I/O 
averages a modest 150 Kbytes per second on average over a 30 minute period, although there may be 
brief periods of considerably more I/O. Paging may in fact be occurring on this host, but the time 
resolution may be such that it is not visible. 
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GRID - Cluster/Host Job Statistics 
This graph shows all batch job activity and the average number of jobs in each state over time.  Max job 
indicates the maximum number of jobs a node can run. The maximum number of jobs corresponds to the 
available job slots where usually one job slot is assigned per core or physical CPU. Running Jobs on the 
graph is the number of jobs in the running state. Reserved Jobs is the job slots that are reserved on the 
machine. There are also 2 suspend states: Usr is the user initiated suspend (where a user or admin 
suspends the job manually) and Sys is system initiated suspension (occurs when a job is pre-empted). 
The host below is relatively idle, and it is rare over the monitored time period that both job slots are in 
use, although the system was apparently busy on the second Wednesday of the two week monitored 
period. 

 

 

GRID - Cluster/Host Load Average 
This graph shows measured LSF load averages as collected from the Platform LSF LIMs running on each 
monitored batch host.  The graph reports three load averages (15 second, 1 minute and 15 minutes). 
These Platform LSF load indices are actually reporting the average run-queue length over the measured 
period, so busy systems will show higher values. Because Platform RTM is again averaging these 
reported results, this graph is “an average of averages”. There’s a graph for every LSF batch host on 
each tracked metric.  

The graph below is showing variations in load averages over time and the differences between the 15 
second, one minute and 15 minute averages. When interpreting this data we need to consider that 
Platform RTM is only sampling these metrics at the polling interval.  
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GRID - Cluster/Overall Hourly Throughput 
This overall job throughput graph shows the number of batch jobs processed (either started, finished 
successfully or terminated) per hour for each cluster being monitored. This chart is showing floating 
averages over the last hour. Note that the format below is “additive” and as expected each started job 
finishes. There are some non-uniformities apparent from the data. This is because different jobs have 
different run-times which can lead to different numbers of started and done jobs being measured over 
each polling interval. 
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GRID - Cluster/Overall Pending Jobs 
This graph shows the number of batch jobs in a pending state over a particular time interval. One graph is 
produced for each cluster monitored by Platform RTM.  If the number of pending jobs is increasing, it 
indicates there is more workload than capacity.  Jobs pend when resources of the specific type needed 
are not available on the cluster so it is possible to have jobs pending while the cluster is relatively idle.  It 
is useful to look at this graph along with the pending reason related graphs and dashboards in Platform 
RTM to get insight into what resources are in short supply.  

The example below shows a small cluster that was overwhelmed with a job array containing over 40,000 
elements.  The chart shows the cluster clearly working through the 40,000 jobs over the process of days 
and drawing down the backlog. 
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Platform Host Group Graphs 
What do these graph templates show? 
This series of templates provides visibility to the performance of batch host in particular host groups. 
Graph templates are provided related to memory usage, memory statistics, cpu utilization, paging, IO 
rates and batch job statistics.  

This series of templates is similar to those described previously except that graphs show statistics for all 
hosts in a named hostgroup. 

 

How the graph templates in this collection are useful 
Organizations often aggregate hardware with similar characteristics into a host group for ease of 
management and reporting. 

Seeing near 100% utilization of resources in a host group for extended periods may indicate the need to 
increase core counts or add memory to existing hardware. Understanding the nature of resource usage at 
the host group level aids with the capacity planning.   

 

GRID - Host Group - CPU Capacity 
This chart shows the CPU load for hosts in the host group relative to the total capacity. Load and capacity 
are normalized based on CPU factors reflecting the fact that different hardware has different processing 
capacity. The CPU factor is defined in the Platform LSF lsf.shared configuration file and while it comes 
pre-populated with values for common hardware, organizations can change these relative CPU factors as 
they see fit. Looking at normalized CPU capacity is important. If one cluster node was a relatively old 
Pentium host that was idle, and another a modern quad-core processor running near 100% capacity, the 
real CPU utilization is much closer to 100% than 50%. In addition to showing load relative to capacity for 
a host group, these graphs also show how the real capacity of the host group is changing over time. 
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GRID - Host Group - CPU Utilization 
This graph shows the CPU utilization in percentage terms across all hosts in host group averaged over 
time.  CPU utilization reflects all activity taking place on hosts both inside and outside of the Platform LSF 
batch system.  This data is gathered by the Platform RTM poller  from the Platform LSF LIM running on 
each cluster host. 

 

 

 

GRID - Host Group - Done and Exited Jobs 
This graph shows the absolute counts of the number of done and exited jobs scheduled to hosts in a host 
group and how they are changing with time. The vertical axis represent the absolute job count while the 
time based axis is selectable as is the case with other Platform RTM graphs. 

In the example below, we see a weekly chart with a modest rate of completed jobs followed by a spike in 
the number of exited jobs. In this example a job array comprised of over 2,000 job elements was killed by 
the Platform LSF administrator explaining the unusual spike.  A day later, the jobs array was resubmitted 
and we see a steady increase in the rate of completed jobs. The reason for the decrease and apparent 
plateaus in the number of done and exited jobs has to do with the CLEAN_PERIOD setting in the 
lsb.params configuration file that governs how long mbatchd continues to retain information about 
recently completed or exited jobs. 
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GRID - Host Group - Paging/IO Rates 
This graph shows paging and IO rates for the hosts in a host group.  These measures are gathered by 
the Platform RTM pollers from a cluster using the Platform LSF API. These measures are equivalent to 
the “pg” and “io” fields returned by the Platform LSF lsload command. When interpreting these results, 
one should remember that the page rate and io rate are exponentially averaged over the last minute. The 
IO rate is reported in KB/sec and the page rate is expressed in pages per second. Some paging is to be 
expected, but continuous paging can be a sign of a shortage of memory for hosts in the host group. It is 
useful to monitor IO activity in order to direct jobs with high IO requirements to the nodes with the fastest 
disk and IO subsystems. 

 

GRID - Host Group - Pending Jobs 
This graph shows the number of pending jobs for hosts in a host group over different time periods. Large 
numbers of pending jobs can suggest it would make sense to expand the number of hosts in the host 
group, although specific reasons for pending jobs should be understood by studying the pending reasons 
dashboard for each pending job in Platform RTM. It is also instructive to understand how long jobs have 
been pending since jobs that pend a long time are clearly a user satisfaction issue in most cases. 
Pending jobs may have little to do with host group capacity and may be due to a software license or other 
resources being unavailable. 

 

GRID - Host Group - Running Jobs 
This graph shows the number of running jobs over time per host group, giving a good idea of how busy 
the host group is. Different jobs have different durations of course, so it is instructive to look at other 
graphs for the host group over the same period like done and exited jobs to show the actual rate of job 
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completion. It is also important to consider that some jobs may be SMP or distributed parallel jobs 
consuming multiple job slots. 

 

GRID - Host Group - Slot Utilization 
Slot utilization is the ratio of running jobs over job slot availability in this host group.  Higher is better 
which means the cluster is better utilized. The apparent variability in the number of slots available in the 
host group suggests that hosts might have been briefly removed and added from and to this host group or 
the number of slots for a host may have been briefly changed.  Unlike the running jobs graph above, this 
graph takes into account that a single job may be consuming multiple job slots in the host group. 
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Platform LSF Performance 
What does this graph template show? 
Platform RTM agents make connections to the workload scheduler using Platform LSF API calls. This 
graph reports LIM response times as well as LSB response times.  

 

How the graph templates in this collection are useful 
This is useful in determining whether there are bottlenecks impeding Platform LSF performance that 
would impact user perceptions of response time. If Platform LSF performance is normal, but Platform 
RTM poller statistics are showing unusual delays, the bottleneck may be on the poller host itself or 
associated with a database.  

GRID – LSF Performance 
The sample below shows period activity on the cluster during the morning hours where the maximum 
average response time for LIM during the business period is almost two seconds 
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Platform Queue Graphs 
What do these graph templates show? 
Batch queue related information provides insight into how jobs associated with individual queues are 
behaving both while queued and once dispatched to a compute host. For purposes of understanding 
these graphs, the job states tracked in these graphs are explained below. 

  Pending – A job that is waiting to be dispatched to a host 

  Running – A job is currently in a run state, running on a host 

  Submitted – A job that was recently submitted 

  Started – A job that was recently dispatched 

  Ended – A job that has finished successfully 

  Exited – A job that was terminated abnormally  

  Suspended – A job that was suspended (either by the system or by a user) 

How the graph templates in this collection are useful 
These graphs give a good overall view of batch queue activity.  Increasing time spent in pending states or 
suspended states could indicate that workload volumes are not being effectively met by the existing 
resources and would suggest that a bottleneck exists. Because many sites use queues as instruments of 
policy, this is also an effective way to determine which queues are being used and which are not making 
it easier to consolidate the number of queues. 

GRID - Queue Job Information 
This graph shows at a glance the number of jobs per queue in each Platform LSF state including ended, 
exited, pending, running, started, submitted and suspended. An unusual number of exited numbers as 
shown below could indicate a problem with the way that jobs are being submitted. Exited jobs that run for 
a time and then terminate abnormally can be extremely wasteful of cluster resources. A graph is shown 
for each queue that has job data associated with it. 
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GRID - Queue Pend Times 
This graph shows both average and maximum pending time in minutes for a particular queue over a 
particular time period. A pattern like the one below means that there was no significant number of jobs 
pending until week 8. At week 8 some numbers of jobs were apparently submitted to the normal queue 
where the cluster did not have sufficient capacity or needed resources to handle the jobs. As a result, 
jobs pended in the queue for increasingly long periods. The sudden drop off in pending jobs suggests that 
these pending jobs were suddenly terminated.  Long pending times like this are definitely a cause for 
concern because they directly impact service levels on the cluster. Looking at this graph in conjunction 
with the previous graph would provide insight into the reasons for the long pending times. If for example 
jobs were continually running while pending times were increasing, this would suggest that the cluster 
simply did not have capacity the process the volume of work. If however no jobs were being dispatched 
during the same period, this would suggest an unmet resource requirement. 

 


